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1963 SHELBY LE MANS COBRA

 

1963 Shelby 289 Le Mans Cobra – Team Shelby American.

In 1963, AC Cars partnered with Carroll Shelby to race at Le Mans. Two cars were prepared, adding 

magnesium wheels, larger fender flares, an FIA hood scoop, 37-gallon fuel tank, and a tuned 4.7 

liter V8. While one of the AC/Shelby cars retired after 117 laps, the other went on to a credible 

seventh place finish overall, third in the GT class, and first in the 4-5 liter class.

With this success, Shelby was off to the races. Six more Le Mans Cobras were built, and CSX2136 

was the first. Arriving in America in June of 1963, it came equipped with the 37-gallon Le Mans 

tank, rack-and-pinion steering, side vents of the style that would appear on later production cars, a 

short trunk lid (hinged at the bottom), and the FIA scoop.

At Shelby, the car was modified to compete in domestic SCCA/USRRC road racing events. It was 

outfitted with a high-output 289 V8 and four 48 IDM Weber carburetors, a “Nassau” exhaust 

system, electric fuel pump, oil and differential coolers, front and rear sway bars, Koni shock 

absorbers, kidney-bean Halibrands, Goodyear racing tires, and additional instrumentation.

Painted black, CSX2136 was completed in time to debut at a September 8 SCCA/USRRC event, 

held at Elkhart Lake. Piloted by team drivers by Bob Bondurant and Dave MacDonald, it finished 

fourth overall and won the GT class. The car was then shipped back to Southern California and 

repainted Princess Blue. It’s next outings were also notable: a third with Lew Spencer at the wheel 

at the L.A. Times GT race at Riverside in October and, later that same month, a second overall at 

the Hawaiian GP with Dave MacDonald again in the driver’s seat. CSX2136’s last appearance as a 

team car was in December at the1963 Nassau Speed Week. Frank Gardner drove the roadster to a 

GT first place in the Nassau Trophy Race, finishing seventh overall.

After Nassau, CSX2136 went back to Shelby American for refurbishing. It was sold in January 1964 

to Ed Leslie who repainted the car black, and cleaned house on the SCCA circuit. CSX2136 won its 

class in seven of the eleven races entered, including a major victory at the ’64 ARRC finale at 

Riverside. Leslie also drove CSX2136 to overall and GT class wins at the May 8 USRRC event at 

Laguna Seca. At two other USRRC events that year, Riverside and Kent, Leslie finished second, 

bested only by Ken Miles in a Shelby Team car.
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After winning the ’64 SCCA National Championship, Leslie sold the Cobra to Foster Alexander. 

Campaigned throughout the northwest, it continued its winning ways. Foster piloted CSX2136 into 

the 1965 ARRC National Championships in Daytona where it finished third both overall and in its 

class. 

Stan Bennett was the next caretaker. He painted CSX2136 orange, raced it in the SCCA Southern 

Pacific Division, and finished third overall in the 1966 standings. CSX2136 suffered a blown engine 

and a damaged nose during that period, but after both were replaced, the car continued to race 

successfully in B/Production.

In 1969, Canadian David Greenblatt purchased the car, imported it to Montreal, and campaigned it 

throughout Canada and the northeastern U.S. In late 1970 he flipped CSX2136 in a race at Circuit 

Mont-Tremblant in Quebec. Although the warhorse sustained heavy damage in the rollover, it was 

not life threatening. Further insult was yet to come. After being loaded onto its trailer, Cobra 

CSX2136 caught fire and burned. Greenblatt turned to his insurance company, who deemed the 

car to be totaled. The insurance company paid Greenblatt and towed it to a warehouse for storage.

The story of CSX2136 was not unlike all the Shelby Team cars. Like its teammates, #2136 had 

gone through a series of motors, body panels, and replacement bits and pieces before being 

unceremoniously retired. But the DNA was still there. The chassis was, and still is, clearly stamped 

“2136.” As Colin Comer notes in his Sports Car Market analysis of this Cobra, “you can’t crash and 

burn the history out of a great old race car.”

Evidently not everyone agreed. In 1977, collector Michael Leicester met David Greenblatt and 

offered to buy the 1969 bill of sale for CSX2136, which Greenblatt still possessed. Greenblatt 

agreed and, armed with this documentation, Leicester commissioned Brian Angliss of Surrey, 

England, to build a brand new car. Leicester also persuaded Angliss to stamp the chassis with the 

CSX2136 VIN. At this point, Leicester submitted a letter to the Shelby American Automobile Club 

stating he was the owner of the long since lost Cobra, and that it was undergoing a ground-up 

restoration.

Meanwhile, the genuine CSX2136 was enduring further insult. Sometime during the mid-70s, the 

insurance company lost track of it, the warehouse owner passed away, and the Cobra was hauled 

to a wrecking yard. Then, in 1980, just as Michael Leicester’s reproduction was being unveiled in 

England, things got complicated.

A Canadian enthusiast named Giles Dubuc stumbled across the original car, rescued it, and sold it 

to SAAC official Ken Eber. Eber brought the car back into the spotlight when he displayed it at the 

1985 annual SAAC-10 event. At that point all hell broke loose. Leicester sued Eber to “cease and 

desist” from offering the car for sale. His lawsuit insightfully concluded “your offering of CSX2136… 

will most certainly effect the value of my car.” Leicester insisted he had purchased a complete car 

from David Greenblatt, a claim that was quickly proven baseless. An agreement was reached in 

which Eber’s car was acknowledged as the genuine #2136, and Leicester’s as a replica. Leicester 

surrendered his car’s papers to the Canadian government and a new VIN, CSX2136R, was 

charitably assigned.

Eber later sold the car to Steve Baker, who turned it over to legendary racer, Cobra historian, and 

restoration specialist Bill Murray. Murray meticulously brought CSX2136 back full circle to its 

original 1963 configuration as a Shelby Team racer. Upon completion in 1992, the car won a first 

place in the AACA’s Junior Competition Car division. The car has been carefully stored and 

maintained in collections ever since.

Cobra number CSX2136 is incredibly rare, being one of only six of these competition Cobras ever 

built. It’s record on the racetrack, both with Team Shelby and in the hands of individual 

enthusiasts, is absolutely stunning. It’s has recently undergone a full assessment at Canepa Design 

and has been thoroughly prepared both mechanically and cosmetically to the highest of standards. 
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Classic Throttle 

To discuss the purchase of this most significant of motorcars eMail Classic Throttle or call (408) 

656-1491.
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